THE ONLY DIGITAL MAILING SYSTEM IN THE MARKETPLACE
THAT VERTICALLY WEIGHS AND PROCESSES MAIL – WITHOUT PRESORTING –
SO LARGE, BULKY PACKAGES WON'T SLOW YOU DOWN

FROM POSTCARDS TO LETTERS, EVEN FLATS AND PARCELS – THE centormail™
CAN PROCESS ALL OF YOUR MAIL REGARDLESS OF FORMAT

The centormail™ exclusive vertical transport design handles catalogs and other bulky mailings with ease. It offers the widest pass-through in the industry – nearly 1” – so oversized mail and #10 envelopes are processed with the same efficiency. And the modular design of the centormail™ system means that, as your business grows, centormail™ will be up to the challenge. Choose from a number of optional components that will increase productivity and save money. From postcards to bulky boxes; whatever your postage needs, centormail™ can handle each and every task.
KEY ADVANTAGES

HANDLES PACKAGES AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN STACK THEM
The exclusive vertical feeder handles all your mail – up to 140 letters per minute! It’s perfect for large and bulky mailings up to nearly one inch thick. And, the vertical envelope transport draws from a stack and meters letters in every format – from standard postcard to 10”x14” letter sizes.

EASY TO USE, HARD TO HEAR
A clearly designed backlit user interface and intuitive soft key operation guides the user quickly and confidently through all machine functions and registers. View all relevant settings on one screen: from the calculated postage to a graphic depiction of the selected advertising slogan to remaining available postage. Letters glide past the print head with minimal contact for whisper-quiet operation. It’s engineered to work quietly, which allows you to set up the system anywhere in your office without disturbing co-workers.

INTERFACE TO ACCOUNTING AND SHIPPING SOFTWARE
Unlimited cost accounting reporting capabilities to conveniently manage and evaluate postage used to generate reports.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO WEIGH AND RATE YOUR MAIL
The integrated scale calculates postage rates for larger pieces. It weighs the letter, calculates, and displays the correct postage. For oversized packages, print the meter on an adhesive label delivered by the integrated label dispenser.

RELOADING POSTAGE IS FAST AND EASY
The entire postage reloading process runs automatically with the touch of a button. The integrated modem instantly downloads postage funds through the FP teleset™ data center.

ENHANCES YOUR COMPANY’S IMAGE
Custom messages and graphics let you add greater personalization. In addition to printing a company logo or advertisement (memory for up to 15 images), centormail can also print a short, tailored message on the envelope – up to 5 lines, over 30 characters per line.
**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- Extended Feeder Deck Option
- Envelope Conveyor-Stacker Option
- Backlit LCD Display
- Incoming Mail Mode
- Interfaces with Shipping and Accounting Software
- Vertical Envelope Transport

- Integrated Label Dispenser
- Optional 15 lb. Integrated Scale
- Envelope Exit Tray
- Integrated Modem allows 24/7 Postage Download via teleset™
- Convenient Storage Bins
- In-Line Dynamic Scale Option

- Power Sealer
- Extended Departmental Accounting
- SBP (Shape-Based Pricing) Compliant
- IBIP (Information-Based Indicia Program) Compliant
- HP Technology Inkjet Delivery System

---

**• True Mix Mail Processing –**
No presorting of mail required.

**• Vertical Feeding –**
Perfect for catalogs and other bulky mailings, featuring the widest pass-through (nearly 1") of any mailing system in the industry.

**• External Scale Interface –**
Capability of up to 150 lbs. allows for expanded convenience.

**• Envelope Moistener –**
Pre-moistens envelopes for immediate sealing.

**• Dynamic Scale Weighing –**
Automatically calculates the weight of mail pieces without a break in the process.
• **Automatic Label Dispenser** – Easily prints quick postage labels.

• **Optional 15 lb. Integrated Scale** – Weighs and calculates correct postage. Add differential weighing to improve processing time.

• **Backlit User Interface** – Clear digital image for easy reading.

• **Master/User Card** – Allows for advanced user security.

• **Power Sealer** – Allows for efficient one-step sealing process.

• **Convenient Storage Bins** – Store all of your supplies in these easy-access storage bins.

• **Envelope Exit Tray** – Neatly stacks and organizes mail.

• **Automatic Postage** – Secure postage refill capability allows users to automatically download postage via the exclusive FP teleset™ system and a self-dialing internal modem.

• **CM Conveyor-Stacker** – Add the optional CM Conveyor-Stacker for maximum throughput of up to 350 pieces. Neatly stacks and organizes your mail to boost your mailroom productivity.
SPECIFICATIONS

The base version of this modular system includes the centormail™ mailing system, feeder, moistener, sealer, and envelope exit tray.

centormail™ SPECIFICATIONS

Speed
Up to 140 letters per minute

Media Size
3" x 5" to 10" x 14"

Paper Thickness
Up to 0.8"

Print Technology
HP Inkjet Technology

Imprints per Cartridge Set
Up to 25,000 w/o Ads
Up to 126,000 with HP Bulk Ink Delivery System

IBIP Compliant
Yes

SBP Compliant
Yes

User Interface
Backlit LCD Display with Softkeys

Label Dispenser
Yes

Postage Scale
Integrated up to 15 lb., External up to 150 lb.

Department Accounts
Up to 300

Account Security
Master/User Cards

Advertisement Memory
15 Custom Ads

Names for Accounts/Ads
Alpha-Numeric, User-Defined

Postage Endorsements
8 Standard

SMS-Text Messages
8 User-Defined

Programmable Jobs
20 User-Defined

Dimensions (w/Exit Tray)
45.9"w x 21.3"d x 13.4"h (base unit)

Weight
44.8 lbs.

Power
115 V, 60 Hz, 1.0 A, 115 W

Noise Emission
Up to 67 dB

OPTIONAL COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS

BASE/FEEDER/SEALER/EXIT TRAY

Dimensions
73.0"l x 21.5"w x 13.3"h

Weight
94.8 lbs.

BASE/FEEDER/SEALER/EXIT TRAY/DYNAMIC SCALE

Dimensions
94.5"l x 21.5"w x 13.3"h

Weight
124.6 lbs.

BASE W/OPTIONS

Continuous Envelope Feed
Yes

Feeder Letter Capacity
110 Standard, 280 w/Extended Deck

Recommended Sealing Fluid
sealit™

CONVEYOR-STACKER

Dimensions
55.0"l x 16.0"w x 7.5"h

(totall hieght from floor can be adjusted from 33.0" to 40.0" with CMCONVEyleG)

Weight
67.0 lbs.

Letter Capacity
Up to 350 envelopes
Call your FP representative to order your centormail™ digital postage system today and ask about our family of mailing systems and solutions.

When you have questions, we have solutions.
Our commitment to fast, attentive customer service is just one of the reasons why we’re the fastest-growing USPS®-approved mailing systems vendor in the US.

The centormail™ is a digital product that complies with all current USPS® regulations.

*FP Mailing Solutions is a USPS®-authorized commercial product service provider of postage evidencing systems.*

FP Mailing Solutions
140 N. Mitchell Ct., Suite 200
Addison, IL 60101-5629
800.341.6052

www.fp-usa.com